One Year Book Of Josh McDowell's Youth Devotions 2 (Beyond Belief Campaign)
Synopsis

Josh McDowell’s Beyond Belief message is the foundation to launch a spiritual revolution among youth. This is a revolution to equip churches and families to raise up a generation of the cross—young people who have been transformed by Christ and the cross, who are empowered to live crossgrain to the culture and are committed to share Christ across all cultures. Sixteen stand-alone products make up an entire family of resources that churches need to launch a church-wide revolution. These products are directed to every age group from 5 to 105, and help equip church groups and families with the tools to lead their children and youth to become transformed, passionate followers of Christ. In this second installment of Josh’s best-selling youth devotions, Josh provides 365 daily encounters with the one true God who is beyond our belief in love and grace.
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Customer Reviews

After having used McDowell’s first set, I was excited to see a second set released. We used the first set every evening at supper by selecting and reading the longer scripture passage usually from the youth book first and then reading both the family story and youth devotion which complemented each other yet were rarely identical. This second set, however, is different from the first set but nearly identical to each other- same verses- devotion- question- prayer prompt almost word for word the same. Don’t waste your money buying both. The family edition 2-is also missing the summary title.
from the top of the page. The family and youth 2 only have one to two discussion questions and there is no longer any written out closing prayer just a prompt which makes closing a bit more difficult. Wish they were like the first set - complementary and yet different.

I was looking for a devotion that had a reading from the Bible because I have found that many students are not as familiar with the Bible as they can be. I then wanted a reflection on how to apply that scripture reading to their daily life. Lastly I wanted questions for them to have to interact within the group. This gave me all that I was looking for.

Great accompaniment to his first devotional book. They are great to have on hand in case you need something on the spare of the moment. Easy to present to a class and has great potential for opening up discussion.

It's a strong daily devotional for teens, but there isn't a lot of depth to it. If you are looking for a 10 minute get in touch with God, this is it. However, it doesn't provide much depth or digging deeper into God’s attributes. It does deal with a lot of issues that many teens run into in a secular world: lust, peer pressure, lust, sin, lust.... You get the point, much on lust, which is a huge temptation at the age this is targeted toward.

It shares scripture, explains it, applies it, puts it in language that teens can understand & captures their attention. I try to give one to each youth in our youth group!

Fun to read for youth and great material to discuss together as a family. I highly recommend it.

Great messages. Analytical, intellectual, and understandable. Perfect for these days.

It was very nice. Thank you
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